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Evil of the SMO!

Preface

Photograph of  Earth  President  Vagrond the 
second, (August 30th, 9872 R.E.)

Being the first Giant Space Lizard President of the home world of 
the human race, one would not think my legacy would be overshadowed 
by that of my father. And yet, this is very much the case. On May 14th, 
9873 R.E., my father passed away quietly from organ failure at the ripe 
age of one thousand sixteen hundred and eleven. For one who lived as he 
did, facing danger even into his golden years, a quiet death came as a 
surprise.  After hearing his stories as a child,  I would have much more 
expected him to perish in the stomach of a space leviathan or to have 
been torn to pieces from smuggler machine gun fire somewhere upspin of 
Taurus. As his only child I have heard these tales more than anyone and 
yet I find myself greatly saddened that I will never again hear firsthand one 
of his familiar tales of adventure.

That brings me to the purpose of this book. My father is revered 
as a national hero and appears in many stories as a folk hero. However, I 
heard of his life in a different manner. As a child I watched my father 
mimic the demon Araneo's voice as he gestured wildly impersonating his six 
arms.  I  cringed  in  fear  as  my father  spoke  of  the  skeletal  policebots 
secretively hunting him at every turn. And when I played in the antarctic 
forest, a tree-branch would always represent a battle-ax that I was wielding 
as my father wielded his.

This series of books will focus on a relatively short period of my 
father's long adventuring career, a time when my father was much younger 
than I am now.

I have chosen to begin with an edited reprint of a story I wrote 
decades  ago,  now hard to find  in  print.   It  tells  of  my father's  first 
encounter with the Supreme Moon Overlord, or as he was known in the 
vernacular of the time, The SMO. The original story was published in a 
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collection of essays which included fiction as well. Therefore it is not solely 
my father's account but adds a supposed direct account from Mr. Orion, 
not to mention numerous other embellishments where neither person could 
have possibly give a clear account of events.

My intention is continue telling my father's stories in chronological 
order following this one, and concluding with the destruction of the larval 
god outside the Earth's orbit.  Granted, there are a few stories of note 
before this period, and dozens, if not hundreds, in later years. I am leaving 
out the majority of encounters with The SMO and the lion's share of the 
time travel. However, I chose to focus on this period of time as it contains 
my father's most well known adventures. I have also chosen it for a selfish 
reason - this period encapsulates my father's entire tenure on the planet of 
Númenor, which include my favorite stories.

Following the story presented in this volume, I intend to tell these 
stories as my father told them to me. Parts of this and yet to be written 
stories will be presented in an illustrated format in an attempt to capture the 
action as it appeared in my imagination as a hatchling.

So sit back and read. The story begins in the year 8396 R.E. as a 
young man named Bryan Orion has just joined the government planetary 
inspection agency. He and his partner, who he has not yet met, are just 
about to inspect a report of squatters on a planet - and its moon...

Sincerely,
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Prologue
Your seat is this way, sir,  said the Space Tram flight attendant,“ ”  

motioning down the narrow aisle of the small shuttle. Bryan Orion looked 
down the aisle, somewhat nervous that a new part of his life was about to 
begin.

He smiled slightly and said to the flight attendant, Thanks, I've got“  
to tell you I'm excited to meet my new GSL partner. He's an agent of the 
highest quality, I've been assured.  Growing up, Bryan had spent most of”  
his time on planets dominated by his fellow unaltered humans. It wasn't until 
recently that he had interacted with Giant Space Lizards, also known as 
GSL. His boss, Vorpgrind, was also a GSL and had impressed him by 
asking about wonderwall forces when he'd learned Bryan had researched 
secondary physics at college. This had been totally unexpected coming from 
a career bureaucrat like Vorpgrind.

The flight attendant looked unamused and said to Bryan, Oh, that“  
one. He's in his seat already.  She quieted her voice somewhat and said,”  
not your typical lizard, you think?“ ”

Bryan looked forward to the seat where his partner, Vagrond, was 
sitting. It  was at that moment that Vagrond's head lolled back and he 
started snoring loudly. Bryan looks back to the flight attendant, Yeah, not“  
exactly what I was expecting.”

It was obvious that Vagrond was young from his bright green skin, 
reflecting some of the surrounding light like smooth metal. He wore a yellow 
t-shirt and old looking blue jeans and his head was almost twice as long as 
Vorpgrind's and three times that of a human. As he continued to snore 
away, each and every carnivorous tooth shone brightly.

Much more shocking to Bryan was the fact that Vagrond had taken 
the entire drink cart from the aisle and propped it on the seat next to him. 
The whole aisle rank of alcohol and at least six cans and two bottles lay 
empty.

Bryan's thoughts quickly shifted from excitement to annoyance at a 
scene he had acted out more than once. Hey! Wake Up! I need to get“  
into my seat!  Bryan said.”

Huh?  said Vagrond, half-opening his eyes.“ ”
Vagrond sat  up,  obviously a little  unsteady,  and smiled widely, 

three crooked teeth visible on the side of his closed mouth. You're Brain,“  
right?  he said as Bryan lowered his eyebrows, Nice to meet you. Sorry,” “  
when I heard our receipts didn't list what we bought on them I just kinda 
plunged.”

Vagrond extended his right hand for Bryan to shake but it hung 
loosely in the air as Bryan pointed at the cart and said, You appropriated“  
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the liquor cart?”
Vagrond was still smiling with his hand outstretched as Bryan took 

a step back and said, L“ ook, I just started this job. There s things I need’  
you to say and you re not saying them,  Bryan then raised his voice, like’ ” “  
getting my name correct  for example!– ”

Vagrond was startled, and frowned slightly. He looked over Bryan, 
a human like many he'd seen before. Vagrond quickly scanned him for 
traits so that he could tell him apart from the other humans he'd known and 
avoid an embarrassing situation in the future. Bryan had stark black hair, 
almost shining, but it was fairly short and none of it was on his face. Bryan 
wore nicer clothes,  a black collarless vest  and shirt  like a businessman 
would wear. Vagrond decided to remember the fact that Bryan was a bit 
taller than most humans and had a bit bigger eyebrows than most, or at 
least they looked bigger, that was good enough for now.

Vagrond, ignoring the pounding in his head, turned over towards 
the beverage cart and picked it up. Fine,  he said, be a jerk and don't“ ” “  
shake my hand. It's not like they have Lizard Liquor on a lot of shuttles, 
you know.  Vagrond dropped the cart carelessly in the aisle with a loud”  
crash, then brushed the cans and bottles off Bryan's seat.

Vagrond got into his seat and fastened his seatbelt. As he was 
doing the same Bryan said, Look, the name is Bryan, OK? Bryan! The“  
usual spelling.  The cans and bottles rolled slightly at his feet.”

Vagrond gripped his now throbbing forehead and said, Ooh, my“  
head. Can we hold off the spelling test until we're in space?”

A few more people boarded the shuttle  and Bryan sat  quietly 
looking out of the window. Eventually the small, boxlike shuttle disengaged 
from the station and headed out into space.

Name's Vagrond,  Vagrond said.“ ”
Now in space, the flight attendant had brought Vagrond an ice 

pack to hold against his eye-ridges, which reduced the hangover a little. 
Bryan continued to wear a grumpy expression, but decided to make the 
best of the situation. Our boss hired you?  he said.“ ”

Not what you were expecting from a lizard, huh?  said Vagrond.“ ”
Bryan  reeled  slightly  from  Vagrond  bringing  up  the  stereotype 

unexpectedly, um...no...I mean GSL are usually so...“ ”
Vagrond stopped him, Yeah, mostly eggheads. Well, me too... kind“  

of,  said Vagrond as he pointed at a large lambda logo on his shirt, I” “  
almost graduated from Alpha Centauri!”

Isn't that a big safety school?  asked Bryan.“ ”
I dunno,  said Vagrond, I majored in shot-put.“ ” “ ”
PASSENGERS  BRYAN  ORION  AND  VAGROND  PLEASE“  

DISEMBARK,  screeched the shuttle's PA system. Bryan looked out of the”  
window and saw the planet they were assigned to inspect below.
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Bryan  and  Vagrond  moved  to  the  airlock.  Bryan  put  on  his 
spacesuit and parachute, and Vagrond struggled slightly in putting on the 
black cape that Space Tram provided GSL passengers.

These things are so hard to get on,  he said to Bryan, don't“ ” “  
know what the Aurons were thinking.”

Bryan didn't respond, as he already had his helmet on. As the 
shuttle flew a safe distance over the planet the airlock opened allowing 
Bryan and Vagrond to jump out towards the planet below...
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As Vagrond disappeared over the horizon, Bryan cursed the poor 
visibility of his coach class Space Tram helmet. Vagrond, instead, attempted 
a quick mental calculation to figure out where Bryan would land.
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 Unfortunately all Vagrond knew about trajectory  was that it was the“ ”  
name of a bar in the Tau Ceti system.

While  happy  not  to  have  fallen  into  a  sewer,  Vagrond  was 
surprised to see that the roads were built directly above the soil on this 
planet.
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II. Leisure Class
Vagrond inspected the projectile that hit him, just a rock, and then 

looked up to see a small giggling human, probably a hatchling. The little 
human giggled and ran toward the backyard of one of the houses. In his 
frustration he immediately chased after the hatching that had aggravated his 
already  pounding  headache.  He  stopped  short  when  the  hatchling  ran 
behind one of the matured humans. It was only then that he realized a 
large group of humans were staring at him.

Though he never could quite tell with humans, the crowd seemed 
like a good mix of ages, colors and genders. Yet all of them were wearing 
similar outfits; a white shirt, short or long sleeved, white shorts or pants, and 
a kind of  vest  that  looked like it  was made from 2 triangular sheets. 
Embroidered on every vest were the words Leisure Class . One of the“ ”  
humans said, What are you?“ ”

Feeling sheepish Vagrond held his hand behind his head and said, 
Um, I don't get asked what I am a lot...aren't there any Lizards on this...?“ ” 
Vagrond trailed off as he noticed all of the humans had scattered away 
shortly after he started speaking. This lack of curiosity confused Vagrond. If 
these people  didn't  know what  a lizard  was they  were bound to be 
confused and inquisitive, but instead were wandering around, hanging on 
each other like the little mammals that they were.

Hey you didn t finish!  said a high-pitched voice. Vagrond spun“ ’ ”  
around and stood up on his hind legs. Standing there was a human, a 
younger female by Vagrond s best judgement, with short, spiky yellow hair.’

What s going on, why'd they all leave?  asked Vagrond.“ ’ ”
I guess you just didn t hold their interest,  said the human.“ ’ ”
But you want an explanation?  said Vagrond, Um, sure.  What's“ ” “  

your name?”
I m Hedy Lamarr, and you are?“ ’ ”
Name's Vagrond.“ ”
No, I meant to ask the same thing as before, what are you?“ ”
Oh! Well, I'm a lizard. A giant space lizard or GSL is what“  

we're formally called, I guess. Don't you have any gelfs on this planet? 
Lizards are the most common genetically engineered life form,  Vagrond”  
started to explain.
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III. Moon Slaves
Bryan landed in much different surroundings than his partner. He 

could see very little as he was falling, his vision obscured by layer upon 
layer of smog. At least there s people here, he thought lightly. One of the’  
neighbors of this planet had complained that it had quit communicating and 
they  hadn't  seen  space  traffic  leaving  for  two  decades,  indicating 
abandonment. As inspectors, Bryan and Vagrond had to see if this was the 
case, or if there were any local property violations.

Finally  the  ground  came  into  view  and  Bryan  saw  a  large 
rectangular factory, surrounded by what looked like a trough of mud.

It was into this mud that Bryan landed, sinking up to his knees and 
having a good deal more splash on his suit. He removed the mud covered 
helmet and found two large, burly men looking at him, each wearing jeans 
and what appeared to be a brown vest made out of tattered rags. Each of 
the men aimed a slug rifle at him.

Stop right there moon slave! , said the first armed man.“ ”
What s going on?  said Bryan.“ ’ ”
Ignoring Bryan, one of the armed men walked up to him and 

inspected his space-suit. It s a space suit. And with heat-shielding no less! It“ ’  
looks like we ve got a moon escapee here!’ ”

A what?  yelled Bryan, No, I'm from the inspections. You know, I“ ” “  
work for the local government. You should have been contacted by your 
local...”

Guvvamint? What the hell is that?  asked one man to the other.“ ”
I don t know, but I think we d better send this moon slave right to“ ’ ’  

the SMO for inspection and punishment.”
The two armed men pulled Bryan out of the mud and they each 

grabbed one of his arms, forcing him to walk towards the factory s massive’  
doors. Who are you, what are doing, where are you taking me, and who“  
is the suh-mow?  Bryan asked.”

We re moon  slaves  just  like  you,  except  we re  guards.  I  am“ ’ ’  
Veronica Lake,  he pointed at himself, and this is Joan Fontaine,  gesturing” “ ”  
to the other man. We re taking you back where you belong, and if you’  
don t know who the SMO is, then you should be part of the leisure class!’ ”

Bryan struggled somewhat but was ultimately dragged inside the 
factory. The inside was covered with multiple square brown levels, each 
filled with people sitting on folding chairs. The front of each level opened to 
the front of the factory, leaving each level plainly visible. All of the people 
were standing in front of machines, sewing together pieces of cloth. For 
what seemed like a simple task, the machines each had a series of jagged 
blades where you would expect to see a sewing needle.
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As Bryan watched, a man on the third level of the factory slipped 
while feeding cloth into his machine, sending a good deal of blood into the 
air as a scream was heard. One of the moon-slave guards turned Bryan 
away and they continued. Eventually they reached a wall through which 
none  of  the  levels  passed  and  had  numerous  small,  unmarked  doors 
accessible only from that floor. They reached an open door and the guards 
pushed Bryan in roughly and slammed the door behind him. 

Bryan looked around the room and realized it was completely bare 
and  hardly  had  enough  room for  him  to  brush  off  his  mud  covered 
spacesuit.  He sat down in a corner of the room and removed a thick 
packet of forms from his suit. 'Notice of failure to submit to inspection', 
'notice of excess trash stored on asteroids', and so forth. Bryan thought that 
maybe if he showed his captors these forms they'd let him go, but what 
about Vagrond? He had been more interested in the recreational beverages 
cart than proper policy so it wasn't likely he had bothered to bring official 
identification! These men had mentioned an authority of some type, Bryan 
thought that perhaps when he met with them he could show them the forms, 
possibly threatening them with a safety violation or a citation for felony 
loitering.  Whatever  the  case,  he  needed  to  find  Vagrond  as  soon  as 
possible  to  save  him  from  whatever  bizarre  rules  these  locals  were 
following.

With that  thought,  two new guards came inside the room and 
stripped Bryan of his wallet and keys. They also took the forms at his 
request, promising to show them to their authority figure.  They handed 
Bryan a brown vest made out of rags and left the room.

A man wearing a doctor s robe, covered with the same brown’  
ragged vest the guards had worn, opened the door and came in. Without 
allowing a word in edgewise, he asked Bryan Orion his name, age and 
allergies. He then put his hand outside the door and grabbed a large metal 
device, pulsating with needles on it. The device was jabbed into Bryan and 
painfully took a blood sample from his arm.

Ow!  Damn it,  what  are you doing?  What s  going on here?“ ’ ” 
screamed Bryan to no avail. The doctor left and two new guards came in, 
grabbed him and dragged him out the door, leaving the room empty save 
for the tattered vest Bryan hadn't had even had a chance to try on.

You can t do this to me! I work for the local government! I m a“ ’ ’  
well respected citizen!”

The new room appeared to be a hangar of sorts, with one grayish 
wall of a spaceship visible on the right side of the room, and a half dozen 
people in the brown vests on the left standing at attention. A door opened 
silently on the spaceship, bottom to top, and the people began to enter.

Where are you taking me! Did I break some local law? Tell me“  
the charges or I'll file an improper policing violation against your planet! 
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This is illegal!”
They  took  Bryan,  yelling  constantly,  into  the  spaceship.  They 

fastened him with a variety of harnesses to a seat not unlike one on a 
proper space shuttle.

Bryan felt a rumbling and the distinct feeling of weightlessness. It 
was clear that whoever these people were, they were taking him off the 
planet.
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IV. The Truck
In the past few hours Vagrond had learned at least as much about 

the Leisure Class as they knew about themselves. They didn t actually do’  
anything. They certainly didn t work, and had no money, but all of their’  
needs were provided for them. By who, well they didn t know. And what’  
did they do in all their free time? Nothing. They didn t exercise, watch TV,’  
play sports or anything that might actually be associated with leisure. They 
just kind of wandered around aimlessly, eating, sleeping, and not much else.

Their lot in life was to do nothing, it seemed. And though Vagrond 
knew he could be a little dense mentally himself, even he could tell that 
none of the people here were very happy. In fact, according to Hedy, 
several had committed suicide.

Hedy Lamarr was the only person here who seemed to have any 
interest in anything. She actually had asked Vagrond questions about what 
a giant lizard was doing here, and, while not appearing very concerned 
that Bryan was lost, she apparently wanted to help.

To get food, and more help, Vagrond followed Hedy to a building, 
larger than the houses but the same pale color, and apparently some sort 
of common area. The inside had only a few members of the Leisure Class 
in it, all eating a sort of white slop out of gray ceramic bowls. A few of 
them were sitting on each other or leaning on each other heavily. Hedy 
retrieved bowls for herself and Vagrond from the far end of the room.

Vagrond sniffed his bowl. What is this, fruit or vegetable?“ ”
I don t know anything about any roots in food, but the only food“ ’  

here is the cactato,  said Hedy.”
The what?  responded Vagrond.“ ”
It is the perfect food. It was created by mixing a cactus and“  

something called a potato. The outsides of the plants are hard and spiny 
and the insides are the part we eat, and it comes mushed up like that. 
They tried making an animal one once so that the potato could put butter 
on itself, called the cactanimal, but that didn t work.’ ”

Uh, okay , said Vagrond looking at the white mush. I guess you“ ” “  
guys wouldn't know, but lizards like me can't eat solid veggies like this. 
Only fruits, or juices, and even that doesn't really provide any,  Vagrond”  
paused, looking at Hedy's empty expression, then said, Uh, I don t really“ ’  
need food right now anyway. You said we might also be able to get help 
here?”

Yeah , said Hedy as they moved out of the area with the bowls“ ”  
into another part of the building. This part had more people in it, many of 
whom were kind of piled onto each other. Once again they did not seem 
to be doing anything besides wandering aimlessly. Hedy walked up to one 
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of the people, a young man, and tugged on his triangular white vest.
Hey Hedy Lamarr, you have a big lizard with you!  the young“ ”  

man said.
Hey Rita Hayworth, this is Vagrond and he needs our help,  Hedy“ ”  

said to him, pointing at Vagrond.
Why does your finger need help?  said Rita.“ ”
I  wasn t  talking  about  my finger,  said  Hedy,  who  was  now“ ’ ”  

smiling and giggling slightly.
The bowl?  said Rita, looking very confused and at the bowl of“ ”  

white mush which Hedy had just set down.
Vagrond  certainly  did  not  consider  himself  a  particularly  smart 

lizard, and certainly nothing compared to his brother, his sister, or even his 
new boss, Vorpgrind. In fact Vagrond wasn't completely sure what it was 
Vorpgrind wanted him to do in this situation. The planet obviously wasn't 
abandoned, so Vagrond just figured he'd find Bryan, who seemed to have 
a good head on his shoulders, and ask him what to do. However it was 
becoming clear that he might be the smartest being on this planet, given 
how the Leisure Class was acting. She's pointing at me,  he said.“ ”

It talks!  said Rita.“ ”
It s a moron,  said Vagrond, irritated but correctly guessing that“ ’ ”  

the human wouldn't get the insult. The room was warm, but outside of the 
sun so Vagrond wasn't getting any warmer himself, a situation that made 
most lizards somewhat uncomfortable. Vagrond calmed down and said, are“  
you willing to help me locate the guy who came here with me? We're 
from property inspection.”

Is the finger one of them?  asked Rita, now seeming even more“ ”  
confused by Vagrond's sarcasm.

No, he's a human, same as you,  Vagrond thought for a minute“ ”  
then said, tall with big black eyebrows.“ ”

Rita  looked  around  the  room,  looked  back  at  Vagrond  and 
shrugged his shoulders. Maybe we should go,  said Vagrond to Hedy.“ ”  
There s nobody home here.“ ’ ”

As  they  were  leaving  the  large  building,  Vagrond  realized 
something, Say Hedy,  he asked, how did you know where the food“ ” “  
came from. That seems like more information than anyone else here seems 
to have access to.”

The moon slaves told me when I asked them,  said Hedy, They“ ” “  
also say a mistake was made and I should be living where they live, but 
they won t tell anyone so I don t have to leave.’ ’ ”

Moon slaves? That sounds a little worse than Leisure Class. Where“  
did you talk to them?  said Vagrond.”

Hedy led Vagrond around a corner outside the large building...
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Fear gripped Vagrond for a moment, but looking down he saw his arm and 
tail were not badly injured. He thought quickly - these guns were probably 
not enough to take down a lizard, but if they got a direct shot at him they 
could send him to the hospital for a while.
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 Vagrond motioned to Hedy and she came over by him.
Do  you  have  any  rope  or  something  similar  in  that  truck?“ ” 

Vagrond asked the man he had the gun pointed at. The other may lay on 
the ground, clutching his arm and moaning.

Y-Yes…we were using b-bungee cords to hold down some of the“  
cactato bowls…  said the obviously frightened moon slave.”

Good. Hedy, can you tie a knot?  Vagrond asked.“ ”
Knot?  was her reply.“ ”
Vagrond sighed audibly and very carefully handed the weapon to 

Hedy, while keeping it pointed at his hostage. He placed her index finger 
on the gun s trigger and said, Now if he tries to get away, pull here.’ “ ”

The moon-slave now looked even more nervous. Vagrond said to 
him, Well somebody has to tie you up, and it s easier to teach someone“ ’  
to use a gun than to make a knot!”

This clearly didn t make the man feel any better as Hedy kept the’  
gun on him while Vagrond went to get the bungee cords.
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V. The Moon
Bryan didn t quite understand how things had got this bad. This’  

was supposed to be a routine check to see if anyone was living on the 
planet. He wasn't supposed to get arrested by the local hick police and get 
taken off planet. Bryan thought he was supposed to be too smart to get 
into a fix like this one.

The seats on the spaceship were much like the seats on an ancient 
airplane from the Age of Might, being in even rows. There were only a 
few people, a few of these moon-slaves on the spaceship towards the front, 
and most of the seats were empty. Bryan was fastened tightly with two 
diagonal straps across his chest, but his arms were free. There was nothing 
he could reach, though, just other seats and the floor, and he could not 
struggle free from the straps.

He realized that to his right was the edge of the spacecraft, and 
there was a panel which could open to some sort of external window. 
Bryan now felt around under his seat for levers or buttons, found two, and 
upon cranking the first one the panel covering his window opened slowly.

Outside was outer space, the million points of light that was a view 
Bryan had become too familiar with lately. Where could they be going, 
Bryan thought. The stars didn t seem to be moving too fast but it could be’  
misleading. They could be light years from the planet already. Suddenly an 
object came into view.

The object was square and flat, colored white, lit by red, green 
and blue circles of neon. Printed on the white part were giant black letters, 
ALL WORK IS FOR THE SMO.  The ship passed by this floating billboard“ ”  
and another one appeared reading THE SMO BRINGS JUSTICE TO ALL .“ ”

Wonderful, thought Bryan, this planet has propaganda floating in 
space. You'd think the neighboring planets would've noticed that before they 
filed  the  abandoned  planet  complaint.  He  then  tried  the  other  button 
beneath his chair, and heard a whirring noise above him. Looking up he 
saw another panel open quickly as a small, tan, ceramic bowl fell to his 
lap with a thud that stung his legs for a moment. The bowl was filled with 
mashed potatoes.

The potatoes didn t have any butter, sour-cream or chives on them,’  
but Bryan was hungry and gave them a try. They tasted odd, a little like 
aloe. Outside his window, the planet's single, luna-like moon became visible, 
and very large.
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VI. The Desert
Vagrond turned the wheel  of  the truck  with  his  left  hand and 

pushed  down  harder  on  the  rightmost  pedal.  He  had  operated  other 
ground-based transportation when he was a kid, and this one did not seem 
too complicated. The truck drove down a plain, unmarked road through a 
large desert,  filled with yellow sands and spiny green plants that were 
probably cactatoes.

Inside the truck were Vagrond, Hedy, and the two moon-slaves they 
had captured, bound tightly in connected bungee cords. The one who was 
uninjured had been continuously complaining about his bonds, Honestly,“  
mister giant lizard sir, we had no idea you were a, what was it? A gelf? 
We thought you were an animal that had wandered into the town. Now 
that I know you re intelligent I will  help you if you ll just loosen these’ ’  
bonds somewhat…”

I d sooner eat a cactato. Now, you and your slumbering friend“ ’  
here seem to have a good deal mentally over the Leisure Class,  said”  
Vagrond.

Yes,  said the moon-slave, the Leisure Class consists of only of“ ” “  
people who aren t capable of working, at least, not until a certain point.’  
They get a sweet deal though, seeing as how hard the work is. That s why’  
Lana and I never reported Hedy, even though she seemed capable!”

It s  not very sweet  in the Leisure Class,  said Hedy,  it  got“ ’ ‘ ’ ” “  
soooo boooring that I had to invent hundreds of games using only sticks, 
grass and dirt!”

It s better than the alternative,  said the moon-slave.“ ’ ”
Which is what exactly,  asked Vagrond, being a slave?“ ” “ ”
Not a slave,  said the man, a moon-slave. It s just what we re“ ” “ ’ ’  

called because that s what the SMO chooses to call it. We re actually free’ ’  
to work whatever job we want and do almost anything in our free time.”

Who is the shmow?  asked Vagrond.“ ”
SMO is an acronym for Supreme Moon Overlord. The SMO is“  

the most  wealthy man on this planet  and therefore the most powerful,” 
explained the man, He has been for over twenty years now. When all the“  
jobs got bad he brought order and justice to our society.”

All the jobs got bad?  Vagrond was curious.“ ”
Yes, it seems like centuries ago, but it was actually only twenty-two“  

years ago. So much has changed since then. Slowly, over the course of a 
couple of years, there were less and less jobs available, and every job got 
more dangerous, you know…”

No, I don t, but continue.“ ’ ”
Anyway, there were so few jobs, and then one day the wealthiest“  

man on the planet, Judy Garland, moved to the moon and built cities made 
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out of gold there. He also created a great system of missiles aimed at the 
planet. He effectively took the world hostage and forced all of the countries 
to  set  everything  right  again,  except  he  couldn t  fix  the  jobs.  While’  
everyone had a job, and no one paid taxes or went to jail for the wrong 
reasons, all of the jobs were still bad and that has continued to this day. 
The SMO has promised he will work on a solution, however, and we all 
trust him.”

Yet you would prefer the boredom of the Leisure Class,  said“ ”  
Hedy to the moon-slave.

Yes,  he responded, it seems like as good a place as any to“ ” “  
wait until the SMO gets things straightened out.”

Vagrond didn t  quite  know what  to  think  of  all  this,  but  then’  
decided that this planet s problems were probably not really his business. As’  
long as he explained what he saw to Vorpgrind the old politician could 
probably just send some marines over to clear it up.  Vagrond decided to 
instead just concentrate on finding Bryan. You said that this road leads to“  
a factory of yours?  Vagrond asked.”

Yes,  said the moon-slave, It is a food packaging conglomerate.“ ” “  
Next to it is a textiles shop where they reported finding someone falling 
from the sky. Sounds like your friend. Hey, by the way, if you re from’  
another planet, how come you can speak common so well?”

Vagrond didn t  want to  go over the whole  story  again  of  his’  
people's creation, so he simply said, I used mail order tapes,  as he“ ”  
continued to drive the truck through the yellow wasteland.
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VII. SMO
From his window Bryan could see the spaceship descend onto the 

moon, though the closer he got the less the moon looked like any he'd 
seen on another planet. It appeared to be covered in cities made out of 
gold! Giant yellow spirals peaked into the void of space, and great flat 
surfaces were covered with a square pattern that shined in the light of the 
sun. Some buildings had tops like minarets while some looked more like 
they had multiple eaves. All the buildings seemed to follow a spiral pattern, 
which the spaceship followed to its center, a giant fortress, shining a dark 
golden color, and built like a feudal castle.

The window closed and Bryan could feel the spaceship landing. 
The two guards from the factory came back from the front of the spaceship, 
unlocked his harness with what looked like a card, grabbed him, and took 
him out.

He was taken inside another tan room, and here two people in 
doctor robes and vests, a man and a woman, were sitting at a desk.

Hello, Mister Orion , said the female doctor, I am Doctor Ava“ ” “  
Gardner and this is my associate Doctor Ingrid Bergman. I trust your trip to 
the moon was well?”

Bryan was past the point of resisting physically, but he could still 
muster up some defiance. I'm here for reasons related to your owned“  
property! Why the hell do doctors keep talking to me?!?  he asked sharply.”

What about property?  responded the confused Doctor Bergman.“ ”  
Doctor Gardner looked at him angrily, and he promptly stopped.

It is clear that your inter-satellite trip has left you disoriented,  said“ ”  
Doctor  Gardner,  nevertheless,  the  SMO  wishes  to  speak  to  you“  
immediately.  She then nodded to the guards behind Bryan as they grabbed”  
him tightly and shoved him through a door into a much darker room. The 
guards did not follow.

It either took Bryan s eyes a moment to adjust, or the lights in the’  
room brightened, but either way he was shocked by what he saw. He was 
standing on a long platform made out of metal. Beneath him, a fatal drop 
away, was what looked like a hollowed out part of the moon. It was gray 
and filled with craters, and had many areas artificially dug out.

Filling this cavern must have been hundreds of people, all wearing 
not much more than the brown, presumably moon-slave, ragged vest. The 
people were young, old, middle-aged, missing limbs and not missing limbs, 
black and red and blond and brown haired. They all had pickaxes and 
were chopping away at the rock and sand of the moon, and they all 
seemed to be collectively moaning.

At the end of the platform that Bryan was on, was a ten foot tall 
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throne fitted with purple cushions, and adorned with what appeared to be 
cleaned femurs. The throne was flanked by probably the biggest human 
man that Bryan had ever seen on one side and definitely the biggest 
human woman he d ever seen on the other side. There also was a man’  
seated in the throne. Lacking anywhere else to go Bryan walked, stunned, 
down the platform towards this.

They only moan,  Bryan could hear the man in the throne say,“ ”  
because they know the truth. The others all labor silently.“ ”

The man in the throne was very short, perhaps only four feet tall, 
and his brown hair went straight down to the top of his eyes, in a circle 
around his head. He was wearing a long purple robe with red lining, 
adorned with spikes on the shoulders, hands and toes. Bryan, stunned, could 
only manage, W-who?“ ”

I am the Supreme,  suddenly the giant neon word Supreme  lit up“ ” ‘ ’  
behind the man in the throne,  Moon,  the word Moon  lit  up now,“ ” ‘ ’  
Overlord,  Overlord  lit also, however all other simply call me SMO.  All“ ” ‘ ’ “ ”  
the letters besides the first ones switched off on the neon signs, leaving 
simply S M O .‘ ’

Bryan still found it hard to speak, but the SMO continued talking, 
I have learned much about you, Mister Orion, from these forms you were“  
kind enough to give us!  The SMO then reached behind the throne and”  
pulled out the forms that Bryan had handed to the moon slave earlier.

It's been most helpful to know that you're from the government,“ ” 
said the SMO, As a being from a different planet, you give me an odd“  
opportunity to brag! I will tell you of my greatest achievements!

Accumulating money is a game that is fun to play, yet for me it“  
was too easy a game to win. Three decades previous I controlled a major 
company that controlled a majority of this world s wealth, and imagine my’  
happiness. Yet I grew tired of growing richer every minute. I needed a new 
pursuit,  and surely the most pure would either be the joy or misery of 
sentients. I chose the latter.

Yet people have a tendency to, how can I say this, resist misery“  
somewhat. I needed a way to make them accept their suffering, and I 
found it in my previous pursuits.

The people of land and moon toil endlessly at painful jobs which“  
I have hand crafted to be excessively frustrating, menial and dangerous. 
They don t try to get their old jobs back and they don t try to overthrow’ ’  
me. And you know why? Capital. I pay them well so they do their jobs 
well, not caring that the only reason their jobs are so hard is to let me 
enjoy their suffering.”

The  SMO now  laughed  somewhat,  They  even  call  themselves“  
moon-slaves  and they  still  do  not  care!  I  put  some of  them away in 
mindlessly boring towns for no reason, then bring them back, so they suffer 
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more due to their lack of resistance to suffering, and still people accept this! 
I develop a bland foodstuff that serves no purpose, ban all other kinds of 
foods, and they still accept this! All because they think their wages are 
good. They even think I bring justice and equality, which I suppose is true 
for all suffer equally. The only ones who know the truth are the ones in this 
room, their suffering is the most severe.

And I have another use for you besides bragging, Mister Orion,“  
through this,  the SMO then shuffled through the set of forms, and removed”  
from the back a few pages with more text and some images on them, 
stapled together. Looking at the packet,  Bryan realized it was a recent 
research article he'd wanted to read. Something about how the immortals 
had controlled time, including some ideas how it might be done.

The SMO held up the paper and said, seems that since I took“  
over this planet, some hotshots elsewhere are trying to figure out how the 
immortals managed interdimensional cord theory, hmm?”

Bryan s heart was pounding, his vision blurring, and in his head he’  
was  becoming  more  frightened.  Altering  things  on  a  level  of  universal 
constants might have been the bread and butter of the old ones, but it was 
a strongly banned technology now, for good reasons Bryan thought. He 
tried to assert himself by saying, You ll never get away with this, uh, my“ ’  
boss Vorpgrind will  notice that my partner and I are gone! He'll  send 
help!”

You should not dislike me, Mister Orion,  said the SMO, I just“ ” “  
want your help with one little thing,  the SMO tossed the article to Bryan,”  
After you help me I will find Vagrond for you, and then let you go. You“  
can fill out whatever forms you want about us when you get back home. I 
won t even torture you, as much as I would enjoy it, because I want us to’  
be friends.”

I won t do it, whatever it is!  yelled Bryan.“ ’ ”
I m afraid you will,  my new friend. But all in good time. My“ ’  

henchmen, Helga and Bobbi The Pill  Neckbreaker will escort you to your‘ ’  
room,  said the SMO, gesturing to the two giants on either side of the”  
throne.

The male henchman, Bobbi, smacked his fists together and said, 
The Pill cures what ails ya!“ ”

The SMO then said, I must apologize for Bobbi, you see, when“  
he was young his father would beat him he told him that he had to take‘  
his medicine , and I guess that stuck.  As Bobbi and Helga were leading’ ”  
Bryan away, the SMO said, You know Bryan, my greatest achievement is“  
probably the cactato foodstuff. Just to even to make a place where it could 
grow I had to air-lift an entire northern rocky island and move it to the 
tropics? I m sure you don t want to know how many millions of people’ ’  
died. Of course it caused even more trouble when I added monkey DNA 
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to…”
As if on cue, a loud crash was heard and the entire room shook 

violently. Bryan almost lost his balance and the SMO fell back into his 
throne. A loud hissing noise was heard from the direction of the throne, 
from behind which came an older man with gray hair, wearing typical 
moon-slave clothing with the addition of what appeared to be a metal box 
strapped to his right shoulder. Several wires from the box connected to the 
man s head in a disgusting fashion. The man said, SMO, we have an’ “  
incoming message from an unidentified space vessel!”

Let me see…  said the SMO. The man walked over to a corner“ ”  
and began turning a large crank.

Suddenly a large white canvas was lowered into the open area 
from  out  of  nowhere,  and  a  blurred  image  with  washed  out  color 
shimmered into view. The image was of a small room, with many computer 
consoles off to each side. Standing in the front of the image was what 
appeared to be a spiny, spherical cactus with two little green arms and two 
little green legs. Behind him manning the consoles was another cactus plus 
a human wearing all black including a black fez.

The cactus spoke, This is the Cactanimal Rebellion to the SMO.“  
We have your castle covered with our weapons. Surrender peacefully and 
you will not be harmed!”
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VIII. The Factory
Vagrond finally set free the two moon-slaves when he came to their 

building, however he did take their two ragged moon-slave vests. The two 
moon-slaves seemed to be more frightened by this than by anything, and 
quickly ran off after this happened. Vagrond did not pursue them. Vagrond 
was able to finally put on one of the vests after tearing it down its center, 
and Hedy put hers on, though not without some complaining about how 
dirty it was. She had never had to wear anything that dirty before.

It was quite cooler here, which Vagrond was pleased with since the 
sun was shining anyway, but Hedy was shivering. She grabbed Vagrond 
but unlike all the people she had known he was totally cold when she 
touched him, it was like hugging a wall somewhat, so she stopped.

Vagrond said, whew! This place smells. The people here obviously“  
don t keep as clean as you do in the Leisure Class.’ ”

That s OK,  said Hedy, At least it s different.  And it certainly“ ’ ” “ ’ ”  
was. The ground had no grass on it, only a deep brown color of mud, a 
pure mud without too many rocks in it. Similar in color to the mud was a 
giant building that was very rectangular. To her even the sky here was 
different, instead of pale blue it had a wonderful gray and red texture, like 
a perennial sunset.

Vagrond and Hedy walked up to the building,  which had two 
moon-slave  guards  just  outside  it.  The  guards  raised  their  weapons  at 
Vagrond and Hedy,  but  then lowered them when they  saw the  vests. 
Vagrond had a plan.

Greetings.  I  am a genetic  experiment of  top priority  that  was“  
carried out by the SMO,  Vagrond said, and then pointed to Hedy and”  
tried to  remember his  mythology  class,  this  is  my scientist,  uhh,  Frank“  
Sinatra?”

Hello!  said Hedy.“ ”
I am looking for a man who fell from the sky about seven hours“  

ago,  continued Vagrond, He's tall with black eyebrows or something. A” “  
reliable source tells me that he is here.”

We did have him here, experiment,  said the guard, apparently“ ”  
accepting Vagrond s story entirely, but he was ordered to be taken to the’ “  
moon immediately.”

Vagrond looked as quizzical as a giant reptile could look, and 
then said, trying to sound as official as possible, My scientist and I will“  
require transportation to the moon.”

Very well,  said the guard, I will arrange for it, but I warn you,“ ” “  
it could be up to 24 hours.”

I understand,  said Vagrond. The guards then opened the door for“ ”  
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Hedy and him.
As they walked inside Vagrond whispered to Hedy, If this takes“  

too long, I can try to get to the moon by myself using my cape, but I d’  
rather take their spaceship so you can come with, I may need help.”

How can you be sure that your friend won t leave without you?“ ’ ” 
Hedy asked.

Uh, well our boss would probably get pretty mad if  he did,“ ” 
Vagrond said, reaching inside his black cape and pulling out a stack of 
papers, crumpled and muddy. Plus I brought all of these forms, which will“  
probably come in handy,  said Vagrond, I mean there's at least some” “  
serious misuse of handicapped personnel happening here at a minimum.”

Hedy heard Vagrond, but she did not react. The inside of the 
factory was buzzing with layer upon layer of moving people, shiny, buzzing 
machines and shuffling papers. Because she did not understand the horror 
occurring  in  the  factory,  she simply  let  her  senses  be overloaded and 
enjoyed the experience.
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IX. The Loose Screw
Damn those Cactanimals!  yelled the SMO, Activate the fission“ ” “  

beam!  The gray haired man turned another crank built into the wall, this”  
one as tall as he was.

In an instant the screen's projection switched to show outer space 
directly above the SMO s castle. A menacing looking ship was floating’  
there, appearing much like a big metallic lemon with two smaller lemons 
connected to it on either side with toothpicks. A stream of gray energy 
crackled up towards the ship, yet  at the last instant before it  struck it 
dissipated, as if it tried to go around the ship and failed.

Looks like we're not the only ones salvaging ancient tech, Lord“  
SMO,  said the old man with the box hooked to his head, We can” “  
probably assume that because it diverted our beam it would divert any form 
of photonic energy, even radio waves used to communicate.”

I see,  said the SMO, This changes nothing between you and“ ” “  
me, Mister Orion. In fact, now I want you to get to work immediately!”

Bobbi and Helga grabbed Bryan and dragged him back down the 
platform,  Bryan still  carrying  the  packet  of  papers.  At  the  end of  the 
platform the door opened again and they went through. They then let go of 
Bryan and, realizing that struggle was useless, he followed them voluntarily. 
They went through a variety of doors and corridors, some solid gold but 
most simple moon slave tan, until they came into a large room in which 
there were five more people, moon slaves all, and also all with the box 
that had red, green and yellow wires connecting to shaved places on their 
heads. The room had many tables and a variety of other apparatus sitting 
around, as befits a laboratory. Neckbreaker and Helga left.

Greetings Mister Orion, I am doctor Myrna Loy  said one of the“ ”  
men with the boxes.

What are those things that go into your heads?  asked Bryan,“ ”  
both disgusted and curious.

They  are  additional  Brain  modules,  said  Doctor  Loy,  ancient“ ” “  
technology of the immortals we were lucky enough to find.  They allow us 
to remember large amounts  of  ASCII  text  and retrieve it  automatically. 
Would you like to be equipped with one?”

ASCII sounded vaguely historical, but Bryan didn t quite remember’  
what it meant. Bryan just said, No, no brain modules for me thank you.“ ”

You will help us,  said Doctor Loy, Because if you do not we“ ” “  
will instruct them to kill you, at which point we will take over without your 
help. And I assure you, we would discover whatever you could help us 
with, it would just be a matter of time, and you would be dead.”

It was at this point that Bryan Orion made a terrible mistake. Tired 
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and exhausted, fearing for his life and seeing no way out, he complied. 
Fine,  he said, I will help you as long as you don t kill anyone.“ ” “ ’ ”

How nice to hear that Mister Orion,  said Doctor Loy, All we“ ” “  
need to do is create a cascade reaction that can get the entire moon into 
a state which is blurred, but in the temporal direction. That paper details 
how slight variations in speed might have been used by the immortals to 
get an object of any given size into such a state. We need to effect the 
entire moon, so that the entire moon can be moved through time. Do you 
understand?”

Yes,  said  Bryan,  but  why  would  you  need  my  help?  You“ ” “  
obviously don't care about the rules banning this ancient technology, and 
you have the paper which was apparently has the last bit of information 
you need.”

Well,  said Dr. Loy, we need to know the rate at which speed“ ” “  
changes at any given time, but it needs to be too exact for someone to 
calculate how much time and distance have changed each...”

And you can't use the derivative because,  asked Bryan.“ ”
Derivawhat?  said Dr. Loy.“ ”
Bryan, realizing the problem went beyond lacking a single piece of 

information, sighed and said, fine, I'll do the mathematics that you need, if“  
you promise to let me go once it's finished.”

Then we will begin immediately,  said Doctor Loy.“ ”
Time passed. Bryan had worked for four hours straight and he was 

amazed at the progress he had made. While ruthless, the SMO s system of’  
organizing labor was astounding.  Bryan had literally  hundreds of  moon-
slaves at his call to assemble whatever plan he developed.

Because  there  would  be  no safe  way to  test  such  a massive 
construction, Bryan had to make sure he checked every detail of the device 
as best as he could. The main problem was that some tools such as a 
basic calculating machine were not available anywhere on this planet, so he 
had to assign dozens of moon slaves to do the job of a single piece of 
small electronics. The other problem was that, while the article Bryan had 
brought with speculated the old ones used nanotechnology, the SMO was 
into megatechnology, making things as big and as loud as possible, so the 
only construction methods available were in the large scale.

So far, with the help of Doctor Loy and the others, Bryan had them 
construct a massive device, over thirty feet in length, which still needed a 
few more components. He also still  needed to develop the reflectors to 
place on the other ends of the moon.

Being able to do technical work in the area where he had trained 
in college made Bryan feel somewhat better, despite the circumstances. He 
began to imagine that  the moon-based time-machine he was developing 
could be used, somehow, to defeat the SMO. In fact, the SMO would 
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need his help to use the device, Bryan thought, so he could possibly subvert 
whatever plans the SMO had for it.

Bryan  had  also  got  to  know  more  about  the  moon-slaves, 
particularly Bobbi The Pill  Neckbreaker. It turned out that Bobbi was the‘ ’  
foreman of the moon-slaves. When Bryan asked him for which moon slaves, 
Bobbi simply said, All of them.“ ”

He considered himself  a  foreman  in  the  great  tradition  of  the 
legendary Phinneas Gage, whom he taught Bryan a song about. The song 
went as follows;

We got a new foreman in town today,
But he wasn't quite the same,

He was the best damn foreman we ever did have,
And Phinneas was his name.

Phinneas, Phinneas Gage,
That rod went through his head!

Phinneas, Phinneas Gage,
They said he should be dead!

Her per-son-al-i-ty changed,
And wouldn't yours too,
If a hole in your head,
A metal rod did blew.

Phinneas, Phinneas Gage,
After the accident he was a jerk!

Phinneas, Phinneas Gage,
He had to quit his work!

He then joined a circus act,
And traveled from town to town,

But I still think, that he his,
American all around.

Phinneas, Phinneas Gage,
He's fighting all the way!
Phinneas, Phinneas Gage,
For the good 'ol USA!

Phinneas, Phinneas Gage,
His name lives on today!
Phinneas, Phinneas Gage,
For the good 'ol USA!
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Bryan  recognized  the  name  America  as  one  of  the  two 
supercontinents on Valusian Earth, but didn't have a chance to ask Bobbi 
what an you essay was.

Construction had completed, and Bryan was exhausted, but they still 
would  not  let  him  sleep.  It  had  been  fifteen  hours  since  they  began 
construction, twenty-eight since he had last got any sleep. They had kept 
him awake by feeding him some of those damnable cactatoes that had 
been laced with stimulants. The other cactatoes, the ones with the arms and 
legs, had continued their orbit over the SMO s castle, not attacking, not’  
contacting anyone, just waiting for the SMO to try something, which he was 
just about to.

Bobbi The Pill  Neckbreaker and Helga escorted Bryan out of the‘ ’  
office where he had been doing most of his work, and where the main one 
of the machines, appearing as a 30-foot long bicycle handlebar made out 
of spot-welded metal panels, was. The other machines were somewhat more 
attractive, appearing as giant metal flowers whose petals had been turned 
towards  the ground.  There  were  a half-dozen  of  these other  machines, 
placed evenly around the moon s golden cities.’

As he was being escorted to the SMO, Bryan noticed he was 
holding  one  loose  screw  that  had  been  meant  for  the  device.  Bryan 
shrugged it off and put it into his pocket.

Bryan entered the SMO s chamber, still loud with the moans of the’  
moon-slave miners, carrying a device that was yet another piece of centuries 
old salvage like the additional brain modules, shield and laser.  It was a 
small remote control that could supposedly transmit sophisticated information 
to control the giant device. Helga snatched the remote from his hand and 
gave it to the SMO.

We  are  on  the  dawn,  said  the  SMO,  of  my  ultimate“ ” “  
achievement in misery of sentients. Today I will use this giant moon-time-
machine to extend my control to the entirety of this planet's history! This 
planet was populated millennia ago and I will travel back to every century 
and do to it what I have done to this one  only worse!  Bryan had a– ”  
lump in his throat and the SMO continued, But this device is far too“  
dangerous to test with me on the moon. Prepare for launch.”

Bryan  wondered  what  the  SMO  had  planned  to  evade  the 
Cactanimal Rebellion. His thoughts were soon answered when, instead of 
moving towards the bay for spaceships, the SMO sat back down in his 
throne and the whole room began to rumble. Looking down, Brian saw two 
massive doors closing between them and the mining moon slaves. Once the 
door had closed there was a sudden thrust upward and then, amazingly, 
normal gravity.

How did it work?  the SMO asked the gray-haired man with the“ ”  
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brain module, who had just entered.
Perfect,  said the man, Our duplicate of the cactanimals  shield“ ” “ ’  

protected us from their energy blasts just as theirs did from ours. And I 
might add that the artificial gravity due to rotation is functioning better than 
we could have hoped. The giant spaceship that we built around your castle 
is a colossal success.”

Very good, a perfect stalemate. Except I can activate the moon-“
time-machine through the forcefield, correct?”

The man nodded, and then Bryan knew why they had asked him 
so much about how the cactanimals might have been able to communicate 
through their force field. Things were looking bad, but Bryan still waited for 
the SMO to ask him how to operate the moon-time-machine. That s when’  
things got worse.

Bobbi 'The Pill' Neckbreaker,  said the SMO, you ve seen Bryan“ ” “ ’  
every step of the way, correct?”

Yes I have,  said the giant man.“ ”
Extrapolate from what you saw. What buttons do I have to hit to“  

send the moon exactly one day into the future?  asked the SMO.”
Bobbi began to read off the buttons as the SMO entered them. 

Bryan yelled No!  and jumped towards them, but Helga grabbed him, and“ ”  
then held him over the edge of the platform, which despite the closed doors 
was still a significant drop. The SMO laughed maniacally.

The large projection monitor showed the moon in its full profile. As 
the SMO entered commands  into  the  remote control  the  moon blurred 
slightly, as if it was a reflection in a rippling pond, rather than something 
real. The moon then violently flashed back into being fully visible with a 
great burst of white light, and then zipped off the screen.

What the hell was that?  asked the SMO.“ ”
I-I-don t  know,  said  the  gray-haired  man,  this  isn t  what s“ ’ ” “ ’ ’  

supposed to be happening!”
It certainly wasn t, and Bryan pulled the loose screw out of his’  

pocket and looked at it in a very worried manner. He imagined what must 
have happened, the panel that the screw was supposed to secure had burst 
off, knocked something else down, which had blocked a valve and on and 
on.   Nanotechnology  may  have  had  taken  longer  to  fabricate,  but 
megatechnology was not without its achilles heel as well.

The SMO said,  Pull  us  back,  out  of  the planetary  and lunar“  
orbits!”

The man with  the gray hair  pushed buttons  frantically  and the 
spaceship lurched sideways. The view on the projection monitor zoomed 
back, until both the planet and the moon could be seen in their full profile. 
The moon was spinning at a reckless speed, faster and faster, in circles 
around the planet!
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What s going on?!? What has he done to my moon!  yelled the“ ’ ”  
SMO, pointing at Bryan Orion who was now hanging dangerously over the 
edge of the platform.

Bobbi looked at the readings on the remote control that the SMO 
was holding and said, Looks like tha moon's a moving forwards in time“  
quicka than it should, through tha periods of its future rotations.”

The moon spun faster. Stop it!  yelled the SMO, Anyone!“ ” “ ”
I don t know!  screamed Bryan. Helga had set him down.“ ’ ”
The moon continued to  spin  circles  around the planet,  like  an 

insane ceiling fan set on full power.
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X. What s Happening Up There?’
Hedy had got a good night s sleep, and she assumed Vagrond’  

had too, even if he was getting hungry. Their spaceship was still delayed, 
and Vagrond was also getting very impatient. Vagrond and Hedy were 
taking a short walk outside, when they looked up and, since some of the 
smog had cleared, noticed something very important.

The moon was shooting across the sky at breakneck speeds. It went 
from horizon to horizon in four seconds, flat, then three and a half seconds, 
then less. It was as if it was in some sort of mad race around the planet.

It looks like Bryan needs my help up there,  said Vagrond, I d“ ” “ ’  
better take off now. My cape's only a little torn, and there's lots of tall 
buildings, so it shouldn't be too much trouble.”

Hedy, smiling, asked, Can I come with you?“ ”
Vagrond closed his big eyes slightly, and then opened them again 

and said, Maybe.“ ”
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XI. The End of The World
On the projection screen the moon s movements could be seen, but’  

then, almost unnoticeably at first,  the planet began moving also. Slowly, 
silently, it swayed from side to side with the circular motion of the moon.

The moon s gravity, it must be affecting the planet!  said someone,“ ’ ”  
but Bryan could barely hear it. His and everyone s eyes were focused on’  
the cosmic dance before them.

The planet s swaying became more and more pronounced, until it’  
must have been moving hundreds of thousands of miles in every second, 
then, suddenly, a slip occurred, the planet moved just that much  too far,‘ ’  
and it collided with the moon.

The two shapes, now fused together, sat oddly still in the sky on 
the  screen  for  a moment.  Then,  not  even  making  a sound,  they  both 
flattened into each other sending huge cracks into the planet, from which a 
liquid, magma Bryan suspected, oozed onto the moon. After five minutes, it 
was finished and an oblong planet-moon hybrid with  easily  half  of  its 
surface uninhabitable now drifted along in the former planet's orbit.

No one talked. Everyone just stood there, their eyes on the screen, 
their mouths agape. Suddenly the screen shimmered, and Bryan looked over 
and  saw  the  gray  haired  man  operating  its  controls.  On  the  screen 
appeared the members of the Cactanimal Rebellion.

They wasted no time and started saying, You bastard, you have“  
destroyed the moon AND our home planet!  He said this as if one or the”  
other would have been pretty bad, but both was truly unacceptable.

The SMO turned immediately to the gray-haired man and yelled, 
Fire!  The man pushed a button on his remote and the SMO s fission“ ” ’  
beam  fired  past  the  cactanimals'  shields.  It  went  unhindered  by  any 
forcefields because they both had to be taken down temporarily during 
communication  as  Bryan  had  suspected.  The  beam shot  straight  at  the 
cactanimal ship and blasted it to pieces in a brilliantly fiery explosion that 
was snuffed out in an instant.

You…you killed  them all,  said  Bryan,  who was now shaking,“ ”  
Those rebels, and...and...I don't know how many on the planet and the“  
moon!  Helga, Bobbi, the SMO and the gray-haired man were now all”  
staring at Bryan. Vagrond was down there! You might have killed my new“  
partner, and I just met him yesterday!  Bryan now fell to his knees.”

You are a very lucky man, Bryan Orion,  said the SMO, I need“ ” “  
you alive to figure out what went wrong, and to contact an outside system 
in case nobody else survived!  The gray-haired man was holding the pile of”  
forms Bryan had brought yesterday, and threw them the floor by Bryan, 
who had collapsed.
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All was quiet for a moment. Then the gray-haired man s remote’  
started blinking and he said to the SMO, Uh, it appears that there s a, uh,“ ’  
magical pixie that can fly through space or something coming towards the 
ship.”

What?  Said the SMO.“ ”
Bryan looked up at the screen and yelled ecstatically, Vagrond!“ ” 

On the  screen  the  Giant  Space  Lizard  could  be  clearly  seen  floating 
towards the SMO s space station, with a cord tied around his waist to’  
something in tow.

Blast him!  Yelled the SMO.“ ”
It s too late,  said the white-haired man, he s already to us!“ ’ ” “ ’ ”
A loud ripping noise was heard,  and then a louder,  continuos 

hissing noise. The door out, opposite the SMO s throne, suddenly buckled’  
inward with a single hit from Vagrond s right arm. Vagrond growled as he’  
ran forward on all fours.

Neckbreaker  and  Helga  set  themselves  up  to  stop  the  attack, 
placing themselves between Vagrond and the SMO. Vagrond got up on his 
hind legs as he reached them and struck Bobbi The Pill  Neckbreaker with“ ”  
his right arm in an open-handed chop that knocked the man screaming 
backwards off the edge of the platform. Before Helga could react, Vagrond 
pivoted on his left foot and landed a mighty kick on her stomach with his 
right foot, sending her off the platform also.

Vagrond then turned towards  the throne,  quickly  realized which 
person was the SMO, then yelled and ran forward on his  hind legs, 
grabbing the man by his throat with one hand and jumping up into the air 
into the neon sign, crashing the SMO into the O in Overlord  in a massive‘ ’  
hail of sparks.

The sparks died down, and Vagrond jumped back down to the 
platform. It was clear that the SMO was dead, his robe was burnt, his skin 
was charred and he was motionless.  Vagrond's  wild eyes  calmed and 
revealed fear at what he had just done.  He stepped back, turning to 
Bryan.

Damn, I didn't mean to kill him, I just got kind of freaked out,“  
you know, when the planets crashed together,  said Vagrond, his eyes now”  
betraying shame, but that was a really close one, Bryan, I almost got“  
caught in the planet s gravity and trapped between it and the moon!  said’ ”  
Vagrond, obviously still shook up from the ordeal.

Bryan didn t respond happily, I built the machine that did that,  he’ “ ”  
said solemnly.

Well,  Vagrond didn t quite know what to say, we d better get“ ” ’ “ ’  
back to the boss. He, uh, had probably better tell the local police that 
there's  big  problems with  the  policing on this  planet,  Vagrond looked”  
around nervously, oh and that I killed their political leader.   Vagrond“ ”  
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paused for a moment.  In self defense. Plus we have one request for“  
asylum.”

What?  asked Bryan.  He picked up the stack  of  papers  and“ ”  
followed Vagrond out to where he had made a makeshift air-lock out of a 
door, ripped off and shoved into the hole he d made to get in. Sitting on’  
the floor was what looked like a mummy.

Vagrond  proceeded  to  remove  the  surgical  bandages,  and 
underneath  was  a diving  suit,  complete  with  artificial  lung and helmet. 
Vagrond  removed  this  suit,  underneath  which  were  more  bandages, 
underneath which was a girl!

She was young, slightly attractive by Bryan s judgement, and had’  
short spiky hair. She was wearing a white vest made out of two triangular 
pieces of fabric and bearing the words Leisure Class.“ ”

Are you OK?  Asked Vagrond.“ ”
Yeah,  I m  fine,  said  Hedy,  didn t  even  feel  any  pressure“ ’ ” “ ’  

differences thanks to the bandages,  she then saw Bryan, Oh, hello.” “ ”
Hedy  Lamarr,  this  is  Bryan  Orion,  and  vice  versa,  Vagrond“ ”  

introduced them.
You saved one person from that planet?  asked Bryan, still with a“ ”  

very glum look on his face.
Yeah, I would have saved more, but I had no idea you were“  

going to destroy the planet!  Vagrond said. Bryan sighed deeply at this”  
somewhat insensitive remark. Vagrond tried to say, well, half of the planet“  
is still there...  but got cut off by a loud beeping inside his cape.”

Vagrond removed the large, clunky,  like radio receiver from his 
cape and put it up to his ear opening, Hello?“ ”

THIS  IS  SPACE  TRAM  PLEASE  STATE  FORM  OF  PICKUP“  
REQUIRED,  the walky-talky said.”

Uhhh,  said Vagrond, thinking for a moment, we're on a small“ ” “  
space station, the only one in orbit, around a kind of planet moon thing. 
It's the only light orbiting the planet and it's pretty low, that's how I found 
it too.”

EXCUSE ME SIR, WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY PLANET-MOON“  
THING?”

Brian covered his face and Vagrond did the best  he could to 
explain. Within two hours the Space Tram shuttle had picked up Bryan, 
Vagrond  and  Hedy  and  taken  them  to  Vrylaunt,  the  planet  where 
Vorpgrind's held his office. Bryan found it impossible to pay attention.  By 
action or inaction, he had caused an entire planet and its moon to be 
destroyed. He realized this was something that would weight heavily on his 
conscious for a long time.
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Epilogue
Bryan and Vagrond stood nervously outside Vorpgrind's office. It 

was in a tall building, lined with windows but since the windows faced the 
offices and Bryan and Vagrond were in a hall, it was again uncomfortably 
warm and unlit. Vagrond was wearing a sweater to deal with it, this one 
with a complete alpha  on it. Bryan was wearing the same clothes he had“ ”  
been wearing for the past two days, rolling the screw he had missed in his 
pocket over and over again.

Bryan felt sick to his stomach. By action or inaction, he told himself 
again,  he  had  caused  an  entire  planet  and  its  moon  to  be  nearly 
destroyed. This was far from what he had expected from working as a 
simple property inspector for the local government.

Bryan knocked slightly and heard come in, come in.  He opened“ ”  
the door revealing a brightly lit office and Vagrond stepped happily into the 
full spectrum lights that were an obvious benefit of being a lizard politician. 
The smell of orange tea wafted from the room.

Bryan looked up, afraid to make eye contact. Vorpgrind sat at his 
desk. His face was quite short for a GSL, and he had the telltale cracks 
near his eyes that betrayed centuries of age. Also showing his age, his 
armored skin was quite pale and nowhere near as reflective as Vagrond's, 
looking more like scratched and worn steel. Vorpgrind wore a powder blue 
suitcoat with a white shirt and light blue tie.

Ah, yes. Good work, boys, good work indeed!,  said Vorpgrind.“ ”
Vagrond grinned, you mean it Vorpgrind?“ ”
Yes,  yes.  Had  I  known  that  a  veritable  cult  had  appeared“  

underneath our metaphorical noses, I certainly would not have sent you 
boys  in!  But  I  did,  and you managed to not  only do your  job,  but 
disenfranchise the leadership of said cult. Good show!”

But, what about that dude I killed?  asked Vagrond.“ ”
Well, you told me about that already via our conversation with the“  

Space Tram's radio, and in the time it took you boys to get here I already 
have contacted the law enforcement authority for this county. They were 
kind enough to understand that you acted in self defense, and as such no 
charges will be filed.”

Uh, that's great I guess,  said Vagrond, a little surprised there“ ”  
were no consequences, but what about the people on the planet and the“  
moon?  As Vagrond said this, Bryan looked at the floor again, unable to”  
make eye contact.

Oh yes,  said Vorpgrind, I was meaning to tell you about that.“ ” “  
Do look up, Bryan, I prefer to converse vis a vis.”

Bryan hesitantly looked up at the old GSL, and their eyes met. 
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Vorpgrind's eyes were smaller than usual for a GSL, but still much larger 
than Bryan's. There was no iris and the pupil took up most of the eye, 
making it much more black than a human's. However emotions were usually 
represented in a human way and were fairly clear. Right now Vorpgrind 
looked serenely calm.

Vorpgrind said,  since you left,  local  law enforcement  has  also“  
checked the new moon-planet hybrid. You will remember that the planet was 
sparsely populated,  as Vorpgrind said this  Bryan wondered for  a split”  
second how this could have been done so fast, but then felt a wave of 
calm washing over him and felt it made sense. Vorpgrind continued, and“  
the point of impact covered neither the entire planet nor the entire moon.”

Yes,  said Bryan, still making eye contact with Vorpgrind.“ ”
Well, it turns out that you got lucky in this case. Nobody other“  

than the individual who good Vagrond here was forced to destroy in self 
defense was reported as missing.”

Again, Bryan felt a twinge that this seemed unlikely, but it faded in 
an instant and made sense. After all, the planet was far less than half 
populated and as the impact covered less than half conceivably everyone 
could have escaped unharmed. But then, his gaze still met by Vorpgrind, he 
thought of something else. But I still caused so much damage, I helped...“ ”

You were forced to help under duress,  said Vorpgrind, and I“ ” “  
think they would have gone ahead with this travesty anyway. What do you 
think; that their silly moon time travel contraption would have worked if you 
hadn't missed properly bolting a panel or something?”

Bryan felt a chill down his spine. He had been rolling the screw in 
his pocket again but now removed his hand from his pocket and dropped it 
onto the floor  absent  mindedly.  Vorpgrind didn't  notice  as he was still 
making eye contact.

Vorpgrind continued, they would have built their contraption with or“  
without you, Bryan, and it would have demolished their planet and their 
moon with or without you. But because you and Vorpgrind were there we 
know what happened and can send aid to help these poor people. Not to 
mention granting asylum to the good Hedy Lamar.”

As Vorpgrind finished talking Bryan felt a huge relief for a moment, 
and then found it hard to even think about what had been bothering him. 
His thoughts shifted instead back to his excitement before he had first met 
Vagrond on the Space Tram. After all, if they had done this well on their 
first mission, what would the future hold?

Vagrond looked at Bryan and said, hey, even I can tell that made“  
you feel better!  and slapped him very lightly on the back, still causing”  
Bryan to lurch forward.

Vorpgrind dismissed Bryan and Vagrond, telling them to take the 
rest of the week off and that Monday he'd have a new assignment for 
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them.
As they were entering the elevator, Bryan chatted idly with the 

operator.  Vagrond noticed Vorpgrind walking up to his desk, tea cup in 
one hand, picking up his telephone in the other.  Just as the doors closed, 
it seemed to Vagrond as if the person on the other end of the phone had 
very good news for Vorpgrind, because a wide, fanged smile lit up the 
elderly GSL's face as he leaned to pick up something off the floor.
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Postscript
Many readers unfamiliar with the bulk of my father's adventures 

may have been surprised to see my father working for Vorpgrind in this 
story.  Nevertheless,  this  fact  is  important  to  the  entirety  of  my father's 
adventures, and as such is half of the reason why I chose to begin at this 
point. The other half is, of course, personal curiosity about the odd villain 
who was the SMO.

What's in store for Vagrond next? Well, cutting ahead to the next 
story my father felt exciting enough to tell, he and Bryan Orion will meet 
the last member of a race of altered humans, Isti Churchill, who at the 
beginning of the story, is missing an arm and a leg due to the penalty of 
her lineage. Keep reading!

Sincerely,
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Collections, You must not distort, mutilate, modify or take other derogatory action in relation to the Work 
which would be prejudicial to the Original Author's honor or reputation.

5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer

UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS THE WORK 
AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE WORK, 
EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF 
TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE 
OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER 
OR  NOT  DISCOVERABLE.  SOME  JURISDICTIONS  DO  NOT  ALLOW THE  EXCLUSION  OF  IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO 
EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, 
CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE USE 
OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. Termination

a. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You 
of the terms of this License. Individuals or entities who have received Collections from You under this License, 
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however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full compliance 
with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.

b. Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of 
the applicable copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the 
Work under different license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any 
such election will not serve to withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is required to 
be, granted under the terms of this License), and this License will continue in full force and effect unless 
terminated as stated above.

8. Miscellaneous

a. Each time You Distribute or Publicly Perform the Work or a Collection, the Licensor offers to the 
recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this 
License.

b. If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect 
the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the 
parties to this agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such 
provision valid and enforceable.

c. No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless 
such waiver or consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or  
consent.

d. This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed 
here. There are no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. 
Licensor shall not be bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. 
This License may not be modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.

e. The rights granted under, and the subject matter referenced, in this License were drafted utilizing the 
terminology of the Berne Convention for the Protection of  Literary and Artistic Works (as amended on 
September 28, 1979), the Rome Convention of 1961, the WIPO Copyright Treaty of 1996, the WIPO 
Performances and Phonograms Treaty of 1996 and the Universal Copyright Convention (as revised on July 
24, 1971). These rights and subject matter take effect in the relevant jurisdiction in which the License terms 
are sought to be enforced according to the corresponding provisions of the implementation of those treaty 
provisions in the applicable national law. If the standard suite of rights granted under applicable copyright 
law includes additional rights not  granted under this License, such additional rights are deemed to be 
included in the License; this License is not intended to restrict the license of any rights under applicable law.

    Creative Commons Notice

Creative Commons is not a party to this License, and makes no warranty whatsoever in connection with 
the Work. Creative Commons will not be liable to You or any party on any legal theory for any damages 
whatsoever, including without limitation any general, special, incidental or consequential damages arising in 
connection  to  this  license.  Notwithstanding  the  foregoing  two (2)  sentences,  if  Creative  Commons  has 
expressly identified itself as the Licensor hereunder, it shall have all rights and obligations of Licensor.

Except for the limited purpose of indicating to the public that the Work is licensed under the CCPL, 
Creative Commons does not authorize the use by either party of the trademark "Creative Commons" or any 
related trademark or logo of Creative Commons without the prior written consent of Creative Commons. Any 
permitted use will be in compliance with Creative Commons' then-current trademark usage guidelines, as may 
be published on its website or otherwise made available upon request from time to time. For the avoidance 
of doubt, this trademark restriction does not form part of this License.

Creative Commons may be contacted at http://creativecommons.org/.
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